
Culture that Drives 

Growth
Culture Check-Up
More than Stirring Words from Stage
When: Every 18-24 months it pays to do a culture check-up. 

Why? Culture is an experience; people and representation impact it. 

How? Connect, connect, connect.

Who? Talk to:
• Customers
• Employees
• Field members

What?  Casual conversations < Interviews 
Casual conversations < Surveys  
Ask about experiences and results: 
• Listen without trying to solve challenges
• Help them feel heard: “I’ll take that back to the team”

Next?  Identify strengths & weaknesses 
Create a strategy for enhancing strengths & addressing weaknesses 
Identify milestones for progress

Strengthening the Positive
• Intentionality
• Weekly emphasis:

– In all meetings
– External videos (TED talks, etc.)
– Social sharing graphics

• Corporate videos, podcasts
• Book of the month discussions
• Employee & Leader by level Masterminds

Shifting 
Remember PHS: Priorities, Habits, Systems*
Priorities: Everyone needs to understand why this matters 
Habits: These are built through time and intention, not desire 
Systems:  Must be built to support priorities and habits 

Get buy-in from all key leaders: corporate & field 
Address top leaders individually 
Communicate with next levels of leaders in groups  
Address all areas of impact:  
– Be transparent
– Don’t gloss over challenges
– Empathize

Your Culture is the 
experience that distributors, 
customers, and employees 
have when interacting with 

your company. 

Channel Consultants can be effective here

Growth Mindset TED talk by Angela Duckworth

Corporate + Field-developed strategy

 Empathy is key to all relationships; relationships 
with employees and the field drive this channel.

*NeuroLeadership Institute

“ Replace, don’t just eliminate.” Language should 
focus on replacing the negative with a positive.

37% of 
culture-change 

initiatives succeed. 
— McKinsey & Company

Adding in Priorities
• Evaluation of “replacing” or “adding” priorities
•  Transparent communication on Why/Benefits:

– Corporate ladder
– Field ladder

• Address concerns
• Clearly defined expected outcome
• Measurable goals
• Realistic timeline
• Timeline check-ups

Celebrate the Milestones of Change
•  Regular brainstorming/mastermind:

– What are the systems and habits that support your culture’s priorities?
– Are they effective?
– Are they being utilized?
– How can these systems and habits be strengthened?
– How can the systems and habits be promoted and celebrated?

• Create Recognition (system) for employees and field around priorities
•  Establish regular cycle of recognition (habit), especially for first few years:

– Monthly
– Quarterly
– Annually

–     Does it matter? Show that it matters.

Eliminating the Negative
• Recognize the negative & its impact
• Determine cause vs. effect, be thorough
•  Be clear, concise and compassionate in communicating

the root and the fruit
• Initiate the changes within the corporate team first
• Have conversations with top level leaders
• Give leaders verbiage to communicate the changes to their teams
• Never (ever) allow corporate staff to speak negatively about the field


